House rules for the holiday house Gimle – April 2021
Welcome to Gimle we hope you will have some memorable days.
Web version without codes and so on

Start to open for water.
You will find the well for the water 2 m from the road on the left side of entrance to the ground
Closed - both locks is horizontal.

Open – both locks is vertically.

The electricity is always turned on as we now can control a warm air pump also from home.

Plug in electricity to the water heat - Open to the little shed – and Plug in the electricity to the Contact

The warm water box is automatic turned on when you turn on the electricity – That is why you must
turn on water before you turn on electricity to the water heater.
Always a bucket under the owerflow valve – might be necessary to empty. You can regulate

temperature but it is rather hot so normally do not regulate.
If you turn the heating, of water to much, you can overheat the water box and it is necessary to reset
the temperature.
Take of the black screw and press the bottom time is described on the yellow note.

RED hot BLUE cold

Feel free to use all the things you find in the house. Few shelves is marked private.
Wood for the fire is outdoor and can be used. Do not use electric panel in living area unless it is
accepted. Feel free to heat the bathroom with the panel of shed if night of frost

Turn on electricity to the fridge. (might be ON)

Turn on at the contact over the kitchen sink

Clean the fridge when you leave but normally just keep the fridge closed. Leave the fridge door open
when you leave the house (only if open when you arrived)

Leave the key to the house same place as you found it when you leave the house after your stay

We have installed a new dishwasher fil tablet

Press start

Press Program Press Program until Quick 30 40°C

and press Start

Outdoor shower use as much as possible it will save water in the sewage store
With a long water tube for window or car wash Take of shower tube if you want and connect to long
tube

Bring a hand pump, deck remover, an extra tube when you go on a tour, it is all in the black/red
Backpack in the bunk bed room on the coat rack
Luck always bikes when you are on tour.
We have two quite new mountain bikes

And a little children bike 4-5 year + helmet

Wi-Fi
We have installed Wi-Fi
Name HUAWEI-58EF
Password
Only for normal use and net surfing. In case of TV streaming (Not for extremely large streaming unless
you are the last in the month as over use will finally reduce speed Normal streaming no problem).

Remember to bring:

Towels, dishtowel and linens.
A bathrobe is perfect to go to the sea and also for outdoor shower.
There are bathrobes in the house that can be used.

Feel free to use the gas Grill, Bottle in the shelter.
We have installed a heat pump that can be used. Press yellow bottom for on or off

Please leave book on the holiday house on the table when you leave. Write in our guest book
Rules for cleaning.
All must be left cleaned.
 Clean all rooms in the house (as you would like to receive it yourself).
 Clean dust / and wipe the windows.
 Clean refrigerator
 Vacuum in all rooms.
 Clean bathroom.
 Clean/wash windows if there has been a west wind to long – they can be very salty in a few
days and it looks not perfect.
 Dogs allowed.
Shopping.
Small grosery store, morning bread – Købmanden in Hjortdal (2 km).
Small grosery store better selections of goods Dagligbrugs (Small COOP) – Tranum (8km).
Fjerritslev - 12 km
Very good and excelent shopping.
Very nice supermarket Superbrugs (COOP). More Discount stores, two bakery, a VERY good butcher,
general shopping drugstore clothing and so on.
¨

Wash the windows if necessary. Use a soft broom and very little soap and vinegar in the water
Swab all the window or more

You can also spool the windows with the long water tube you can find in the outdoor shower
Flush with lots of cold water until all soap is gone

To leave the beach look for the sign E 43
Instruct this to all in the house especially older children. Small children should never play at the beach
without surveillance.
Bathing at the North sea can be dangerous although the beach at Slettestrand is relatively safe and
secure waters.
So always follow the bath Rules.
If wind and stream is to strong, do not enter the water.
Never swim - if a few stroke always along the coast.
Never walk more than 5-10 m into to the water.
There is a first sandbank around 20-30 m out but never try to go further out.
So do not swim just jump in the water and get up.
Keep small kids in the hands – The west-coast water is not a playground there can be holes in the
ground and a strong under water stream can take you out.
Never bath alone.
Never bath until 1 hour after eating.
Only a fool do not fear the West coast water and treat the rules with disrespect.

TV- Chanels – Works a little slow for turn on and off with the red bottom go close to the TV and
wait
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TV 2 - nord
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Kanal 5
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TV2 Nord Salto
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SVT 1
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NRK 1
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Folketinget

Sometimes the screen can turn blue on some channels.
Then go to the channel 1 and use the arrows CH up and down - mid right and move to the cannel you
want to see.
We have added a Chromecast
Use INPUT and select HDMI – Select the Cast figure on your Phone/tablet and select ALRUM

Find the house at Redningsvejen 75. Drive around 1½ km to the left towards the sea.
to the stone Gimle

PLEASE – Use small flush in the toilet maybe 2-3 times

Trash is emptied on Tuesdays

The garbage can at the road will be emptied on Tuesdays
Recycle of Paper, cans, bottles and plastic bottles can be delivered in the containers at the P place in
Slettestrand and at the Hjortdal grocery store.
If a bottle can or a plastic bottle carries a recycle mark A B or C

You will get money back at the grocery stores or at the automatic collectors at the Brugsen (COOP) in
Fjerritslev or other places at grocery stores also at Hjortdal.

Re use station for bigger things Industrivej 8, in Fjerritslev

